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Abstract
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Social relationships are generally thought of as beneficial. However, the present study set out to
test the hypothesis that for individuals who perceive others to judge their appearance negatively,
daily social interactions can also be a source of stress. Indeed when assessing 38 young adults, we
found that both more incidences of negative exchanges reported during the past month as well as
perceived negative appearance judgments by others were associated with more self-reported stress.
Interestingly, however, for individuals with low attribution body esteem, higher numbers of
positive social exchanges during the past month were related to health-relevant changes in
biological markers of chronic stress as well. The same was true for individuals with high
attribution body esteem who reported to experience only very few positive exchanges. As such,
these findings go beyond the initial focus on low body esteem and negative social exchanges and
introduce high body esteem as well as daily positive exchanges as potential health risk factors.
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Although social relationships are generally thought of as beneficial, negative social
interactions have been associated with psychological distress (Newsom, Rook, Nishishiba,
Sorkin, & Mahan, 2005). However, all social interactions can be sources of daily stress
(Bolger, DeLongis, Kessler, & Schilling, 1989), particularly those involving social
evaluation (Dickerson, Mycek, & Zaldivar, 2008). Social evaluation, in turn, may be
especially relevant for individuals who are worried about being judged on their appearance
(McClintock & Evans, 2001). Importantly, chronic stress due to concerns about perceived
appearance judgments and social exchanges may result in physiological wear and tear and
subsequently, health consequences (Goldstein & McEwen, 2002; Tsigos & Chrousos, 2002).
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Thus, concerns about appearance judgments may be an important moderator of the link
between social exchanges and psychological and biological stress markers. To date, no study
has examined the role of daily positive and negative social exchanges for self-reported
chronic stress or daily functioning of physiological stress-related systems, or whether these
associations vary based on attribution body esteem.

Daily social exchanges as stressors

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Stress from social relationships has been associated with a host of negative mental and
physical health outcomes (e.g., Newsom, Mahan, Rook, & Krause, 2008). Interestingly, a
number of studies have found that simply the numbers of day-to-day positive and negative
social exchanges are associated with psychological well-being as well as physical health
(Finch, Okun, Pool, & Ruelman, 1999; Newsom, Nishishiba, Morgan, & Rook, 2003;
Newsom et al., 2008; Okun & Keith, 1998). Using both retrospective (i.e., during the past
month) and daily assessments of the frequency of exchanges, previous studies have shown
links between more frequent positive social interactions and better health-related outcomes
and correspondingly, more negative interactions and poorer health. In general however, all
social exchanges may have the capacity to be stressful. Prior research has found that
expectations about social evaluation play a vital role in whether a social interaction is stress
inducing or stress buffering (Kors, Linden, & Gerin, 1997; Dickerson et al., 2008). In other
words, when someone expects to be evaluated by another person, be it a stranger, friend, or
romantic partner, they are more likely to experience stress related to that interaction. Thus,
despite previous literature describing the health risks associated with negative exchanges
(e.g., Newsom et al., 2008), this framework suggests that positive social exchanges
characterized by social evaluation can be just as stressful as negative social exchanges.

Body esteem as a moderator

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

If associations between social exchanges and stress are less dependent on the valence of the
social exchanges, the question arises which other factors may help explain potential interindividual differences. One important moderator contributing to whether social exchanges
are perceived as stressful may be body esteem. More specifically, the social-self
preservation theory has described how stress is most often induced in contexts in which
one’s performance is evaluated by other people (Dickerson et al., 2008). Interestingly, body
image and gender theorists have suggested that the way one’s body is presented can be
considered a form of performance as well (Bordo, 2003; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997). This
idea has important implications. Constant exposure to images of unattainable ideals of
appearance can lead to adoption of unrealistic standards for one’s own looks. Once the
societal standards for appearance are internalized, this can lead to frequent unfavorable
comparisons of one’s own body against the ideal (Wertheim, Paxton, & Blaney, 2004). This
discrepancy can lead to low body esteem, i.e., negative feelings about one’s body and
appearance independent of one’s actual body size (Mendelson, B., Mendelson, M., & White,
2001).
As such, appearance may be a particularly relevant source of evaluation-related stress
experiences in social interactions. Indeed, low body esteem has been associated with
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increased fear of negative evaluation as well as social phobia behaviors (McClintock &
Evans, 2001). Furthermore, daily social exchanges can be frequent and occur not only with
people one knows, like friends and family, but with strangers as well. Having internalized an
unrealistic standard of appearance, expectations to be evaluated negatively in said social
interactions may contribute to those interactions being stressful.
One facet of body esteem that captures specifically how individuals feel about their
appearance in social situations is attribution body esteem (Mendelson et al., 2001). Someone
with high attribution body esteem feels that others frequently make positive judgments about
their appearance whereas those with low attribution body esteem perceive that others rarely
make positive judgments (Mendelson et al., 2001). Because individuals with low attribution
body esteem already expect that others do not evaluate their looks positively, they may carry
this attitude into their social interactions thereby increasing the risk for experiencing stress
association with social exchanges.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Self-verification theory offers an interesting extension to this idea. This theory posits that
individuals prefer and seek out feedback that confirms their own self-view, even if their selfview is negative (Giesler, Josephs, & Swann, 1996). Thus, those with low attribution body
esteem may be more likely to perceive negative evaluation and thus stress as a result of both,
negative and positive social exchange; either due to social exchanges reinforcing their own
negative self-view or due to positive exchanges conflicting with their negative perception of
themselves.

Pathways to health outcomes
Given that social exchanges are almost impossible to avoid, such repeated and often
uncontrollable interactions may result in repeated physiological stress responses. Wear and
tear resulting from these repeated stress responses will eventually lead to dysfunctions in
stress systems, which in turn pose a health risk (Goldstein & McEwen, 2002; Tsigos &
Chrousos, 2002).
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A key factor involved in physiological stress responses is the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal
(HPA) axis with its hormonal end product, cortisol. Repeated chronic HPA axis activation
has been found to result in dysregulation of the basal state of this system, specifically,
dysfunctions in the circadian cortisol rhythm. Cortisol in a healthy individual shows a strong
increase in response to awakening followed by a gradual decline over the course of the day
with very low levels late at night, whereas dysregulations include patterns characterized by a
flattened cortisol decrease across the day as well as hypercortisolism (ie. elevated cortisol
levels throughout the day) (Chrousos & Gold, 1992). Dysregulated daily cortisol rhythms
have subsequently been associated with a variety of negative physical and mental health
outcomes (e.g., Kumari, Shipley, Stafford, & Kivimaki, 2011; Stetler & Miller, 2005;
Matthews, Schwartz, Cohen, & Seeman, 2006). Taken together, alterations in basal stress
systems may be an important pathway by which social factors can influence health (Adam &
Kumari, 2009; Seltzer et al., 2009).
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The current study aims to examine whether attribution body esteem affects health by turning
daily social interactions into a source of chronic stress. Because previous literature has
linked negative social exchanges to psychological well-being but not yet to chronic stress,
the present study will first test (1) whether higher numbers of negative exchanges reported
during the past month are associated with (a) elevated chronic psychological stress and (b)
alterations in basal daily cortisol patterns. Further, since low attribution body esteem
indicates that individuals feel evaluated in social situations and thus more vulnerable to
stress from social exchanges, we will next examine to what extent (2) attribution body
esteem will moderate the association between numbers of negative social exchanges and (a)
psychological stress, as well as (b) health-relevant basal cortisol indices.
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Little is known about the potential detrimental effects of positive social exchanges. As
suggested above, individuals with low attribution body esteem may be more likely to
perceive negative judgment in all types of social situations, making even positive exchanges
potentially stressful. Thus, the third hypothesis examines (3) for individuals with lower
attribution body esteem, whether higher numbers of positive exchanges during the past
month will be associated with (a) increased chronic psychological stress as well as the (b)
respective changes in diurnal cortisol patterns.

Method
Participants

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

A total of 44 Brandeis University undergraduates were recruited through the Psychology
subject pool as well as advertisements in lower-division Psychology classes. This sample
size (40 plus 10% to account for attrition) was based on previous findings with similar
variables (social interactions and diurnal cortisol), particularly, a study reporting a large
effect size (R2 = .51) with 36 healthy participants (Stetler & Miller, 2005). One participant
was excluded due to missing cortisol data, two participants for missing data on the social
support measure, and three for incomplete data on the social exchanges measure. Thus
complete datasets were available for 38 participants (age = 20.5 ± 2.45, 15 males and 23
females, overall BMI mean = 23.4, SD = 3.72). All participants were over 18 years old and
free from chronic disease. Women taking oral contraceptives were excluded from
participation as this medication interferes with cortisol levels. Upon study completion,
participants received credit for their Psychology class or $15. The study protocol was
approved the Brandeis University Institutional Review Board.
Procedures
Participants came to the Health Psychology laboratory on a weekday and were seated in a
quiet testing room. After consenting to participation, they first answered a package of
questionnaires described in detail below. Next, they were given instructions on how to
collect saliva samples at home. All participants collected saliva samples on two consecutive
weekdays following their laboratory visit. For example, if a participant came to the
laboratory on a Thursday, they were asked to collect samples the following Monday and
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Tuesday. Participants were asked to collect a total of 12 samples at six specific time points:
immediately upon awakening, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, 4 hours, 9 hours, and 13 hours after
wake-up. In addition, participants were asked to fill out a diary with scheduled times for
each sample as well as the actual time each sample was taken (details on compliance
described in more detail in “Home Sampling” section below). Samples were collected using
the Salivette collection system (Sarstedt, Rommelsdorf, Germany) consisting of a plastic
container with an inner plastic tube housing a sterile cotton roll. Participants were instructed
to move the cotton roll around in their mouth for one minute, then place it back into the
plastic container. They were told not to eat, drink, or brush their teeth for at least 20 minutes
before collecting a sample. Samples were returned to the experimenters on a convenient day
within a week of collection. At this point, participants who did not meet the minimum
compliance requirements (see below) were asked to collect an additional day of samples. All
saliva samples were stored at −30° C until analysis.
Measures
Questionnaires

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Attribution body esteem: Attribution body esteem was assessed using the attribution
subscale of the Body Esteem Scale for Adults and Adolescents (BESAA) (Mendelson et al.,
2001). Attribution body esteem is conceptualized as a distinct aspect of body esteem that is
closely related to feelings about one’s body in a social context. Examples of items include,
“Other people consider me good looking” and “People my own age like my looks.”
Questions focused on how often various feelings are experienced with responses ranging
from ‘never’ to ‘always’ (0 to 4) on a 5-point Likert scale. For example, if a person answers
‘never’ to “Other people consider me good looking,” they feel that people never think they
are good looking. The attribution body esteem subscale includes five items with overall
average scores ranging from 0 to 4 with higher mean scores representing higher attribution
body esteem, i.e., perceiving that others frequently evaluate one’s body and appearance
positively. The subscale has good reliability (α = .81) (Medelson et al., 2001).

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Social exchanges: Participants completed the Positive and Negative Social Exchanges
(PNSE) scale to assess the frequency and impact of positive and negative social exchanges
(Newsom et al., 2005). Positive social exchanges included four subtypes: informational
support, instrumental support, emotional support, companionship. Negative social
exchanges also included four subtypes: unwanted advice or intrusion, failure to provide
help, unsympathetic or insensitive behavior, and rejection or neglect. Participants were first
asked to report how often they had experienced each type of exchange within the past month
and then how satisfied (for the positive exchanges) or how bothered (for the negative
exchanges) they were by the exchanges they experienced on a four-point scale. The total
numbers of positive and negative exchanges are each summed across the four subtypes to
calculate a score for total positive and total negative exchanges. Additionally, the ratings of
satisfaction and bothersomeness are each summed with higher numbers representing higher
satisfaction with positive exchanges and more feelings of being bothered by negative
exchanges, respectively. Satisfaction and bothersomeness scores range from 0 to 24. To be
able to differentiate effects from the sheer number of positive or negative exchanges from
relative effects, an additional variable was calculated called percentage of negative
Biol Psychol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 December 01.
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positive by dividing the total negative exchanges by the total positive exchanges.
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Perceived chronic stress: Participants completed the 10-item Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
to assess self-reported perceived chronic stress (Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983).
Responses were given on a Likert rating scale ranging from ‘never’ to ‘very often’ (0 to 4).
For example, “In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the
important things in your life?” Answers were summed to calculate a perceived stress score
with higher numbers representing more perceived stress with possible scores ranging from 0
to 40. The instrument has good reliability (α = .78) (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983).
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Social support: The Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL) was used to assess
perceived social support (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983). This 40-item scale captures the
availability of four different types of social support: appraisal support, tangible support, selfesteem, and belonging. For example, “When I feel lonely, there are several people I can talk
to.” Items are counterbalanced for positive and negative valence and rated on a 1 to 4 scale
ranging from “definitely true” to “definitely false.” An overall social support sum score is
calculated such that higher scores represent more perceived social support. Possible scores
range from 40 to 160.
Home sampling: As mentioned above, participants collected six saliva samples at specific
time-points on each of two consecutive weekdays. To assess compliance with the actual
sampling protocol, participants were asked to record not only the theoretical sampling timepoints computed relative to the time they woke up, they also recorded the actual time a
sample was taken. These actual times relative to the intended times were used to assess
compliance with sampling protocol. Furthermore, participants were asked to collect an
additional day of samples if they did not return the minimum amount of completed samples,
defined as four consecutive samples per day, with none of the missing samples being from
the first three time points. No participants were excluded for non-compliance with the saliva
sampling protocol.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Biological analysis: Saliva samples were stored at −30C until completion of the study.
Samples were then thawed, centrifuged, and cortisol measured in duplicates using a
commercially available chemiluminescence assay kit. Inter and intra-assay correlations were
below 8%. Each of the six cortisol values from day 1 was averaged with the corresponding
value from day 2 to compute one aggregated daily cortisol rhythm described by six values.
Using the averaged daily rhythm, two indices of daily cortisol rhythm were computed for
each participant: cortisol awakening response (CAR) increases (individual peak value minus
wake-up value) and cortisol slope (individual peak value minus +13 hours value). Individual
peak value was sample 2 (+30 minutes) or sample 3 (+60), whichever was higher. The CAR
increase index measures the maximum magnitude of the awakening response whereas the
cortisol slope index captures the maximum variability in an individual’s basal cortisol
rhythm. Notably, for female participants, menstrual cycle phase was not controlled as
previous studies have indicated that cycle phase does not affect cortisol awakening
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responses or diurnal variation in cortisol (Fries, 2009; Kirschbaum, Kudielka, Gaab,
Schommer, & Hellhammer, 1999; Kudielka & Kirschbaum, 2003).
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Data Analysis
Before testing the study hypotheses, descriptive analyses were ran on all study variables.
BMI was controlled for in all subsequent analyses in order to focus on participants’ feelings
about their appearance independent of their actual body size. Gender was controlled for as
well, as previous research has consistently documented gender differences in perceived
stress (e.g., Cohen & Janicki-Deverts, 2012) and body esteem (e.g., Mendelson et al., 2001).

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Next, a series of partial correlations were computed to determine interrelationships among
the main variables of interest as well as to test the first study hypothesis predicting that
higher numbers of negative social exchanges would be associated with increased perceived
stress as well as altered daily cortisol patterns. To test the hypothesis that attribution body
esteem would moderate the relationship between social exchanges and stress, several sets of
hierarchical regression analyses were computed. Moderation analyses were conducted
according to recommended procedures for testing interaction effects in multiple regression
models (Aiken & West, 1991). More specifically, predictor variables (i.e., attribution body
esteem, total negative social exchanges, total positive exchanges) were z-standardized and
the respective interaction terms were computed (i.e., attribution body esteem-by-negative
exchanges, attribution body esteem-by-positive exchanges). Separate sets of regression
analyses were computed for each of the three stress-related outcome measures (PSS, CAR
increase, slope).

Results
Preliminary Analyses

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Means and standard deviations of self-report variables are documented in Table 1.
Consistent with previous research, participants reported experiencing more positive
exchanges than negative exchanges (see Table 1). Means for perceived stress (PSS) were
within the expected range based on previous studies of probability samples (Cohen &
Janicki-Deverts, 2012). Interestingly, attribution body esteem was not significantly different
between males and females (male M = 2.49, SD = .79; female M = 2.07, SD = .78; t = −1.63,
p = .11; Cohen’s d = .54) and not associated with BMI (r = −.21, p = .22). Based on the
large effect size and for conceptual reasons, gender and BMI were controlled in subsequent
analyses.
Repeated measures ANOVA of averaged cortisol concentrations revealed significant
changes in cortisol levels over time, such that values increased early in the morning with
subsequent decreases thereafter (F(5, 170) = 75.83, p = .066) (see Figure 1). Based on the
averaged daily profile, maximum cortisol increases and cortisol slopes were computed as
described earlier with maximum cortisol increase averaging 10.66 nmol/l (± 9.99 nmol/l)
and decrease in slope averaging 24.48 nmol/l (± 7.62 nmol/l).
Next, associations were examined within the various predictor variables and within the three
stress-related outcome variables. Partial correlation analyses revealed that individuals who
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felt others were viewing their bodies more negatively reported fewer positive social
exchanges (r = .32, p = .06). Contrary to the study’s hypothesis, however, such attributions
were not associated with total number of negative exchanges (r = −.09, p = .59).
Furthermore, although blunted CARs were associated with flatter cortisol slopes (r = .39, p
= .02), self-reported perceived stress was not associated with either cortisol index (CAR: r
= .14, p = .41; slope: r = .18, p = .29). For all other relationships between the main study
variables, see Table 2.
Next sets of hierarchical regression analyses were computed to determine whether,
depending on attribution body esteem, the number of negative social exchanges or the
number of positive social exchanges differentially predicted self-reported stress and
biological stress marker variables. Results of regression analyses are presented in Table 3.
Body esteem dependent effects of social exchanges on perceived chronic stress

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Although a partial correlation indicated a significant positive association between negative
exchanges and perceived stress (r = .33 p = .05; see Table 2), combining negative exchanges
with attribution body esteem in one regression model abolished this effect, such that when
controlling for attribution body esteem, higher numbers of negative exchanges no longer
predicted perceived stress (see Table 3). Similarly, the number of positive social exchanges
in itself did not predict perceived stress, nor did it interact with attribution body esteem to
predict perceived stress. Nevertheless, how individuals felt others were judging their bodies
was a significant predictor of perceived stress in both models, such that more negative
attributions were associated with higher perceived stress levels, independent of numbers of
positive or negative exchanges.
Body esteem dependent effects of social exchanges on daily cortisol rhythm
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In regression analyses assessing cortisol indices, a trend was revealed for higher numbers of
negative exchanges to be associated with blunted CAR increases, independent of attribution
body esteem. On the contrary, neither attribution body esteem nor number of positive
exchanges predicted CAR increases. However, number of positive exchanges did interact
with attribution body esteem to predict CAR increase (see Figure 2). Simple slopes analyses
were computed to probe the significant interaction using values one standard deviation
above and one standard deviation below the mean for attribution body esteem (Holmbeck,
2002). These analyses revealed that individuals who felt others were viewing their bodies
less positively while at the same time experiencing higher numbers of positive exchanges
exhibited a blunted CAR (B = −5.57, β = −.56, SE = 2.29, p = .02) whereas individuals with
higher attribution body esteem showed no differences in the magnitude of CAR based on the
number of positive exchanges (B = 2.02, β = .20, SE = 2.63, p = .45).
Similar to CAR increases, cortisol slopes were not predicted by total number of negative
exchanges or by total number of positive social exchanges. Furthermore, attribution body
esteem neither predicted cortisol slopes independently of number of negative or positive
exchanges nor dependent on number of negative exchanges. However, again an interaction
effect was found between number of positive exchanges and attribution body esteem. More
specifically, individuals who felt others were judging their bodies more positively while
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experiencing fewer positive exchanges demonstrated significantly blunted cortisol slope (B
= 5.07, β = .67, SE = 1.94, p = .01) whereas individuals with lower attribution body esteem
appeared to be unaffected by the number of positive exchanges (B = −2.02, β = −.27, SE =
1.69, p = .24; see Figure 3).
The above analyses were repeated with total exchanges (sum of negative exchanges and
positive exchanges) and revealed the same interaction effects with attribution body esteem
predicting CAR increase and cortisol slope. Notably, all significant main and interaction
effects described remained significant when considering menstrual cycle phase as a
covariate or with gender and/or BMI uncontrolled.
Discriminatory Analyses
To further investigate the role of social exchanges and determine whether the actual
numbers of exchanges are the strongest predictors of stress-related variables, the above
analyses were repeated with the percentage of negative exchanges, the relevance of social
exchanges (bothersomeness and satisfaction), and social support as predictor variables.
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Although a higher number of negative exchanges relative to positive exchanges was
associated with higher perceived chronic stress as well as a trend for flatter cortisol slopes (β
= .31, p = .04, β = −.33, p = .07, respectively, CAR increases: β = −.24, p = .20), these
effects did not differ for individuals with higher and lower attribution body esteem (all p > .
30). When assessing relevance of social exchanges instead of number of exchanges,
bothersomeness of negative social exchanges was found to be associated with increased
perceived stress (β = .47 p = .007) and steeper cortisol slopes (β = .44, p = .03) but not CAR
increases (β = .14, p = .43). These effects were independent of attribution body esteem (all p
> .14). Satisfaction with positive social exchanges was not associated with any of the stressrelated variables nor did it interact with attribution body esteem to predict stress indices (all
p > .13).
Lastly, to test whether the effects of social exchanges are secondary to variations in
perceived social support, social support was examined as a predictor variable. Social support
did not predict perceived stress or diurnal cortisol variables independently or dependent on
attribution body esteem (all p > .10).
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Discussion
In summary, the present study found that both the number of negative exchanges a person
reports as well as how positively a person feels others judge his/her body are linked to
perceived chronic stress and related changes in biological stress systems. Interestingly, those
physiological changes were influenced specifically by positive social exchanges with
differing relationships depending on attribution body esteem. More specifically, a blunted
rise in morning cortisol was associated with higher numbers of positive social exchanges
only for individuals perceiving their bodies to be judged negatively. Cortisol slopes, on the
other hand, were flatter in individuals perceiving their bodies to be judged positively and
experiencing fewer positive social exchanges.
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Independent effects of body esteem and social exchanges on perceived chronic stress
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The current study revealed that lower attribution body esteem was associated with higher
self-reported chronic stress independent of the number or type of social exchanges
participants experienced during the past month. This is consistent with previous findings
(Croghan et al., 2006). However, the present study is the first to demonstrate this
relationship for perceived negative appearance judgments by others, extending the literature
and emphasizing the importance of a specific subtype of body esteem closely related to
feelings about one’s body in a social context.
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The study further replicated earlier findings (Bolger et al., 1989) linking negative social
exchanges and perceived chronic stress. Closer examination suggests that how one perceives
his/her body to be judged by others is more stress-relevant than how many negative
exchanges one experiences. Additionally, negative exchanges were reported infrequently in
general, which questions the usefulness of this measure when aiming to evaluate stress
effects of social interactions. It may also explain why negative exchanges were only linked
to self-reported chronic stress, not to biological stress markers. Perhaps participants’
memory of stress linked to the past months’ infrequent negative exchanges is sufficient to
impact their psychological stress report, but not sufficient to detect the cumulative effect of
acute physiological stress responses. However, the association between bothersomeness and
diurnal cortisol slope was not in the expected direction. Previous literature would suggest
something potentially chronically stressful like bothersomeness associated with negative
exchanges to predict a flatter cortisol slope. It is notable that the bothersomeness scale had
limited variability and overall, participants reported few negative exchanges. Thus, because
it is not clear how generalizable it is, this finding should be interpreted with caution.
Role of positive exchanges in body esteem-related stress
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Though the total number of positive social exchanges participants reported was not
associated with any stress measures itself, differential effects were observed dependent on
attribution body esteem. Specifically, higher numbers of positive social exchanges were
related to blunted morning rises in cortisol only for individuals with lower attribution body
esteem. As previously suggested based on self-verification theory, those with lower
attribution body esteem may actually prefer negative feedback that is consistent with their
own negative self-view (Giesler et al., 1996). As such, frequent positive exchanges may in
fact be stressful specifically for this group.
On the other hand, for individuals with low body esteem, every social exchange may carry
the potential for negative judgment of their appearance. The anticipation of the day’s
upcoming potentially negative social exchanges may be more stressful for these individuals.
Hence, even when social exchanges turn out to be positive, higher numbers of exchanges
may constitute “repeated hits” of stress for individuals with lower attribution body esteem
(McEwen, 1998). Given the inevitability and uncontrollability of social interactions, feeling
anticipatory stress on a daily basis would then sum up to the observed chronic stress-related
biological dysfunctions consistently linked to negative health outcomes (Chrousos & Gold,
1992). This idea could also explain why perceived chronic stress is not linked to positive
exchanges. Anticipatory stress takes its toll regardless of whether the subsequent experience
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turns out to be positive or negative, whereas both positive and negative experiences weigh
into reporting perceived chronic stress. In summary, these findings emphasize the
importance of considering perceived appearance judgment by others not only in current
stress theories, but also as a health risk factor.
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For individuals with high attribution body esteem, no associations were observed between
negative or positive exchanges and the magnitude of cortisol awakening responses. This
suggests that these individuals may not be as susceptible to anticipatory stress related to
upcoming exchanges, maybe because they approach the day believing that others will judge
them positively. On the other hand, individuals with higher attribution body esteem
exhibited flatter cortisol slopes across the day only when they also reported lower numbers
of positive exchanges. In other words, positive body-related attributions are not necessarily
stress-protective in all contexts. It could be speculated that despite generally feeling good
about the way their appearance is judged, these individuals may still be internalizing an
unattainable societal ideal for appearance, such that lack of validation through positive
social exchanges makes them susceptible to stress and its biological consequences.
Importantly, further probing of this relationship revealed that only a subset of participants
who reported high attribution body esteem also reported low numbers of positive exchanges.
Although this association should thus be interpreted cautiously, it does provide preliminary
evidence that even those with who perceive others judge their appearance positively may be
at risk for chronic stress. Additional research is needed to further investigate for whom and
in what contexts this is most likely to occur.
Taken together, although research on body esteem consistently addresses and discusses the
negative health consequences of low body esteem, the current findings put individuals with
high body esteem into the spotlight by uncovering for the first time potential health
consequences of stress associated with maintaining a high body esteem. Furthermore, these
findings point to differential health-relevant pathways by which social interactions can be
associated with physiological stress depending upon an individual’s expectations about how
others will judge their appearance.
Limitations
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It is important to note that this study’s measure of social exchanges did not allow for
distinguishing between actual negative interactions, interpretation of neutral or positive
interactions as negative, and anticipation of negative interactions. The study did assess how
bothered or satisfied participants were with the reported social exchanges and neither
revealed attribution body esteem-dependent links to stress measures. As previously
described, participants reported few negative exchanges. Because of this, positive exchanges
drive the results of analyses examining total numbers of social exchanges making it difficult
to determine the role of overall exchanges. Additionally, daily social exchanges during the
past month were assessed retrospectively as opposed to every day. Future studies would
benefit from utilizing designs with ecological momentary assessment to determine whether
the associations in the present study persist on a daily basis. Furthermore, daily assessment
of social exchanges with corresponding longer-term measurement of diurnal cortisol, may
reveal links between daily variation in numbers social exchanges and cortisol that the
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present study was unable to detect. In addition, information on appearance investment was
not collected to consider along with ratings of attribution body esteem. It could be argued
that the personal importance put on one’s appearance plays a role in how attribution body
esteem affects social exchanges. Furthermore, assessing self-esteem in future studies would
help to determine the differential effects of attribution body esteem on stress-related
outcome measures over and above overall feelings of self-esteem. Finally, the design of the
study does not allow for establishing directionality or causality.
It should be noted that although post-hoc power analyses confirm adequate power to detect
medium to large effects, the relatively small sample size limits the ability to examine
additional covariates and detect weaker relationships. In other words, it is possible that other
potentially important relationships cannot be detected in the current sample.
Implications and Outlook
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In summary, despite a substantial body of literature describing the relationships between
social interactions, stress, and health, the current study is among the first to link specifically
daily social exchanges to both psychological and biological stress. Thus, these findings
extend the literature on the health relevance of the frequency of social interactions
themselves without regard to social support or strain associated with those interactions.
Furthermore, the study highlight a factor that affects the interpretation of social exchanges
and thereby moderates its associations with stress: attribution body esteem or feelings about
how others are judging one’s appearance. The present findings thus (1) identify a specific
part of the way an individual feels about his/her body that is stressful, namely, how one
perceives others are judging one’s looks, and (2) suggest underlying mechanisms, i.e.,
changes in basal cortisol rhythm, linking low body esteem to negative health outcomes. It
can be speculated that individuals with low attribution body esteem may feel more
anticipatory stress associated with the day’s upcoming social interactions putting them at
higher risk for negative health outcomes. On the other hand, high attribution body esteem
may not necessarily be stress protective without a specific social context that includes
adequate positive feedback from social interactions. As such, these findings caution against
stress reduction programs aiming only at reducing negative exchanges or only focusing on
individuals with low attribution body esteem.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Based on the study’s findings, several directions for future studies are particularly
promising. First, examining the role of attribution body esteem in acute psychosocial stress
responses may help uncover early health-relevant warning signs. Furthermore, assessing
different age groups would investigate potential changes in the relevance of perceived
appearance judgments by others. Strategies individuals use to minimize stress from social
interactions may depend on their attribution body esteem. Considering these strategies may
help understand inter-individual differences in health impacts of attribution body esteem.
Finally, examining the relative contribution of other inter-individual factors such as
personality and self-esteem will help to elucidate the specific role of body esteem in
connection with social interactions and stress.
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•

Daily social exchanges are associated with both psychological and biological
stress.

•

Perceived appearance judgments moderate this relationship.

•

Not only low but also high body esteem is associated with biological stress
effects.
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Figure 1.

Daily cortisol rhythm from six time points across the day starting upon awakening. Values
average over two days.
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Figure 2.

Higher numbers of positive exchanges are related to smaller cortisol maximum increases for
individuals with low attribution body esteem, but not for individuals with high attribution
body esteem.
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Figure 3.

Higher numbers of positive social exchanges are related to flatter cortisol slopes for
individuals with high body esteem, but not for individuals with low body esteem.
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Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of main study variables.
M

SD

Perceived chronic stress

16.26

6.39

Attribution body esteem

2.24

.80

Negative exchanges

33.45

27.03

Positive exchanges

154.79

95.10

Bothersomeness

5.55

2.82

Satisfaction

9.82

2.14

Variable

% Negative exchanges
ISEL

19%

12%

135.13

16.65

Note. Positive exchanges = Total number of positive exchanges from PNSE (Positive and Negative Social Exchanges); Negative exchanges = Total
number of negative exchanges from PNSE; Bothersomeness = Total bothersomeness ratings for negative exchanges from PNSE; Satisfaction =
Total satisfaction rating for positive exchanges from PNSE; % Negative Exchanges = Total Negative Exchanges from PNSE divided by Total
Positive Exchanges from PNSE; ISEL = Interpersonal Support Evaluation List.
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Positive Exchanges

Bothersomeness

Satisfaction

% Negative Exchanges

ISEL

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

−
.29^

−
.29^
−.24
.09
−.17
−.15
−.19

.33*
−.18
.53***
−.32^
.45**
−.48**
−.13

−.27

−.11

.42*

.10

−.09

−.11

−.48**

.62***

−.28

.26

.52***

−.32^

−
.68***
−.16

.56***

.13

-

.32^

.32^

.10

−.24

−.18

.003

−.16

.32^

.32^
−.45**

-

−.09

−.29^

−.09

-

−..09

-

.39*

.18

−.29^

−.11

.39*

-

.14

.33*

−.48**

.18

.14

-

6.

−.43**

.31^

−.37*

-

−.13

.16

−.45**

.42*

.09

.53***

7.

.70***

−
.58***

-

−.37*

.56***

.003

.26

−.11

−.17

−.32^

8.

−
.54***
-

−
.54***

.70***

−
.58***
-

−.43**

.52***

−.16

.62***

−.13

−.19

−.48**

10.

.31^

−.32^

.68***

−.28

−.27

−.15

.45**

9.
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^

p < .10

p ≤ .001;

***

p < .01;

**

p < .05;

*

Note. PSS = Perceived Stress Scale; CAR increase = wake-up value minus peak cortisol value; cortisol slope = peak value minus last evening value; Attribution body esteem = Attribution subscale of Body
Esteem Scale for Adolescents and Adults; Positive exchanges = Total number of positive exchanges from PNSE (Positive and Negative Social Exchanges); Negative exchanges = Total number of negative
exchanges from PNSE; Bothersomeness = Total bothersomeness ratings for negative exchanges from PNSE; Satisfaction = Total satisfaction rating for positive exchanges from PNSE; % Neg Exchanges =
Total Negative Exchanges from PNSE divided by Total Positive Exchanges from PNSE; ISEL = Interpersonal Support Evaluation List – Global score.

Negative Exchanges

5.

Cortisol slope

3.

Attribution body
esteem

CAR increase

2.

4.

PSS

1.

5.

3.

4.

2.

1.

Summary of correlations between main study variables (controlling for BMI and gender).
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−.49
.24
−.21
.40

Negative exchanges

ABE × Negative exchanges

R2
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−.06
.29

ABE × Positive exchanges

R2

Note. ABE = Attribution body esteem.

−.04

Positive exchanges
1.06

1.01

1.06

2.05

−.40

−.26

−3.02

−1.91

.71

.80

.007*

.36

.18

.35

−.18

−.07

−.03

1.79

1.71

1.78

3.45

.45

3.80

−1.78

−.74

−.62

.05

B

−.47

.02

SE

−.15

.71

p

ABE

−.10

B

Gender

.27

SE

−.06

−.14

−3.09

−1.50

1.56

BMI

1.91

1.77

1.78

3.60

β

.103

−.01

−.31

−.15

.08

β

.18

.10

.002*

.27

.23

Variable

−1.36

1.56

−3.11

−2.13

.50

DV: CAR increase

1.00

.93

.93

1.88

.23

DV: Perceived Stress (PSS)

(B)

−.17

ABE

−32

.08

Gender

.26

B

−.19

SE

BMI

p

β

B

β

Variable

SE

DV: CAR increase

DV: Perceived Stress (PSS)

(A)

.04*

.31

.68

.86

.91

p

.94

.09

.41

.67

.65

p

1.41

1.31

1.32

2.66

.37

SE

1.45

−2.04

−.73

−1.48

.44

B

.23

.43

.20

−.17

−.18

.06

β

1.31

1.26

1.31

2.54

.33

SE

3.54

1.53

−1.32

−2.83

.12

B

DV: Cortisol slope

.16

.18

−.27

−.10

−.10

.22

β

DV: Cortisol slope

.01*

.23

.32

.27

.72

p

.31

.13

.58

.58

.24

p

Regressions results for attribution body esteem and negative (A) and positive (B) social exchanges predicting perceived stress and Cortisol indices.
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